
OTHELLO FLAWS ESSAY

Essay about Othello's Tragic Flaws. Words4 Pages. Shakespeare has been known to create terrific tales of love and
tragedy. Even James Van Der Beek.

He is a much respected man even though he is black. This statement holds much truth as flaws illustrate who
the character really is and what their true intentions are. Othello, the protagonist of the play, fell in love with
the daughter of a nobleman, Desdemona. In Shakespeare's Othello the Moor of Venice, Othello is considered a
tragic hero because he undergoes a Othello possesses both a noble birth and displays heroic qualities.
However, instead of being patient, Iago includes Cassio, Emilia, and Roderigo in his agenda to gain power.
One of Shakespeare's most credible characteristics in his writing is his ability to compose a play in which has
a story that originates, and strides on lies. The play is entitled Othello and the plot and action encompasses
him, thus supporting his position of protagonist. They believe everything that comes their way, and even if it
is far from the truth, they create illusions that are not made upon by their reasonable and logical thought of
mind. Iago, Othello's captain in his army, tells Brabantio, Desdemona's father, of their deception and he goes
to confront Othello. Othello treats Iago as a trust-worthy friend who he has known for a long period of time.
Othello told the officials his reasons for committing murder and that Iago told him of an affair. Desdemona
expresses her undying love for Othello by explaining to Emilia that she took her own life away. These
characteristics are not necessarily bad, but when shown in extreme levels can cause the downfall of a great
leader. Iago appeared as an honest human being, but in reality he was an evil person. Shakespeare thoroughly
expresses the importance of tragic flaws in the play Othello. He is far from a genius, he just preys upon every
error, and every fault made by characters, to advance his own plot This then made it easier for him to do what
he did. William Shakespeare creates dynamic and complex characters in his tragic play, Othello. In the case of
Othello, Iago uses the flaws of many characters, for his own benefit. However, Emilia has a growing sense of
suspicion towards her evil husband as the play carries on. In the beginning of this story, Othello falls in love
with Desdemona, the daughter of a Venetian senator. It is a tale of love, deception, evil, honesty, and virtue.
Othello himself is set apart from other Shakespearean tragic heroes by the absolute feeling of affection the
audience feels for him even unto the very end of the play. The promotion of Cassio begins to show jealousy in
the play. Othello, Iago, Desdemona, and Emilia each display a tragic flaw. Othello believes Iago and his own
false deductions instead of his own wife. The tragedy of Othello is not a fault of a single person, but is rather
the consequence of a wide range of feelings, judgments, misjudgments, and attempts for personal justification
revealed by the characters


